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Abstract 

Making it onto the shortlist is often a crucial early step toward professional advancement. For 

underrepresented candidates, one barrier to making the shortlist is the prevalence of informal 

recruitment practices (e.g., colleague recommendations). The current research investigates 

informal shortlists generated in male-dominant domains (e.g., technology executives) and tests a 

theory-driven intervention to increase the consideration of female candidates. Across ten studies 

(N = 5,741) we asked individuals to generate an informal shortlist of candidates for a male-

dominant role and then asked them to extend the list. We consistently found more female 

candidates in the extended (versus initial) list. This longer shortlist effect occurs because 

continued response generation promotes divergence from the category prototype (e.g., male 

technology executives). Studies 3-4 supported this mechanism and Study 5 tested the effect of 

shortlist length on selection decisions. This longer shortlist intervention is a low-cost and simple 

way to support gender equity efforts.  
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Barriers to gender diversity in the workplace include prejudice, discrimination, and 

differences in social networks1,2. Some barriers are referred to as “second-generation gender 

bias”3,4. These non-deliberate forms of gender bias result from how advancement pathways in 

organizations are structured. Take for example, a supervisor who does not consider her top-

performing female employees for a leadership position because it involves extensive travel and 

she assumes female employees do not want to be away from their families. This supervisor may 

not intend to discriminate, but her beliefs about women’s (in)flexibility to travel and perception 

of who “fits” a leadership role, result in a promotion system where women are “not on the 

slate”3. The current research focuses on one possible source of second-generation gender bias: 

shortlist generation in the informal recruitment process. We propose and test a low-cost 

intervention designed to attenuate its effects. 

Many professional advancement opportunities (e.g., jobs, promotions, skills training, 

mentorship) are filled through informal recruitment5,6. That is, in addition to—or in lieu of—a 

formal advertisement, candidates are recruited at the suggestion of superiors, colleagues, and 

friends. For instance, a study of 3,100 employers found that 28% did not formally recruit for 

their most recently filled position7. Similarly, research at a large healthcare organization found 

that 55% of all internal hiring involved a process called ‘slotting’, whereby managers fill a 

position by “consulting their mental ‘rolodexes’” (p. 853) and choosing a candidate at their 

discretion8. Even opportunities that utilize formal recruitment can involve informal practices. For 

instance, one survey of new hires revealed that 85% of all jobs were found through some form of 

networking9. Studies of labor markets—such as banking, insurance, phone centers, and 

technology companies—found that between one-third and one-half of candidates in the applicant 

pool entered through referral rather than direct application5,10-12. Overall, this research suggests 
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informal recruitment is a prevalent pathway to professional advancement.  

One consequence of informal recruitment is that it can advantage people who are 

cognitively accessible in the minds of the gatekeepers of advancement opportunities (e.g., 

superiors, mentors, industry leaders). When gatekeepers informally recruit by consulting their 

colleagues or their ‘mental rolodexes’6,8, it can result in a shortlist populated by the cognitively 

accessible workers that come to mind first13,14. While there are meritocratic ways to increase 

one’s visibility, such as positive performance reviews or client feedback15, informal recruitment 

may pose an unintended barrier to gender diversity in male-dominant domains because of how 

cognitive accessibility is influenced by category prototypes and implicit gender stereotypes.  

People are more likely to mentally associate a person with a category when that person 

resembles the category prototype16. In a hiring context, candidates that “fit” the mental 

representation of a given work role will be more likely to be associated with, remembered for, or 

recommended for this role compared to candidates that do not “fit” the role17. This can lead to 

unintended consequences in professions where people implicitly associate roles with a specific 

gender, such as associations between men and the technology industry, the sciences and 

engineering, many leadership roles, and even action heroes in Hollywood18-23. Some widely held 

implicit gender stereotypes include associations of female with home, family, humanities, and 

communality, and associations of male with work, business, math, science, and agency24-26. In 

many professional domains, these implicit stereotypes inform the perception that male candidates 

“fit” the role more appropriately than female candidates. We propose that for male-dominant 

roles (e.g., technology industry leaders), this perceived “fit” can lead men to be more cognitively 

accessible in the minds of gatekeepers and, consequently, more likely to make an informal 

shortlist compared to equally-qualified women.  
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 We suggest a simple intervention for increasing the consideration of female candidates in 

male-dominant domains: make the shortlist longer. This intervention integrates insights from the 

creativity and brainstorming literatures, which find that generating more (versus fewer) 

alternatives in a given domain is positively related to divergence from that domain’s category 

prototype27. For instance, people who brainstorm for longer, versus shorter, periods of time 

generate ideas that are more divergent from the status quo and more creative28-30. In professional 

roles with a dominant gender prototype, making a longer shortlist may increase the likelihood of 

generating a-prototypical candidates (e.g., women for male-dominant roles).  

The longer shortlist hypothesis predicts that, in male-dominant domains, making an 

informal shortlist longer increases the likelihood of listing female candidates. We found support 

for this hypothesis across ten studies using a variety of shortlist roles (e.g., tech industry 

executive, Hollywood action hero) and participant populations (e.g., working adults, students). 

See Table 1 for an overview of our studies. The first eight studies (Studies 1a-4) used a within-

participants design, in which participants generated an initial list of three candidates and then 

extended the list by adding three more. Across these studies, people tended to list more female 

candidates in the extended list versus the initial list. The final two studies (5a-5b) used a 

between-participants design and found that people listed more female candidates (both in 

quantity and proportion) when making a longer shortlist (i.e., six candidates) versus making a 

shorter shortlist (i.e., three candidates). Together, these studies demonstrate that, in male-

dominant domains, making an informal shortlist longer increases the likelihood of listing female 

candidates. Study 3 also found evidence of our proposed prototype divergence mechanism and 

Studies 5a-b found initial evidence of positive downstream consequences of shortlist length on 

female candidate selection.     
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Results  

Common Analysis Strategy. Across studies, we conducted the main analyses with Poisson 

regression because our count data violated normality assumptions (the exceptions to this are 

noted in the relevant results section). We report effect size as r and the ratio of women to men in 

each time period to aid interpretation. We note that we preregistered our main analyses with 

repeated measures t-tests. However, given the normality assumption violations, non-parametric 

analyses are the most appropriate. For thoroughness, we report the results of the t-test analyses in 

the appendix (Supplementary Information, Appendix B) and note in the main text where the 

parametric and non-parametric tests yield different conclusions. All study preregistrations (1b, 

1c, 2b, 3b, 4, and 5b) can be found here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30.  

Studies 1a-1c. The goal of Study 1 was to find initial evidence of the longer shortlist effect in a 

male-dominant role domain. Study 1 participants were 129 university students in Study 1a, 87 

adults recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (AMT) in Study 1b, and 642 adults recruited 

from AMT in Study 1c. Participants imagined that they were filmmakers who were asked to 

generate an informal shortlist of three actors to star in their upcoming action-thriller film (i.e., 

time 1). Then participants were asked to expand the shortlist by adding three more names to the 

list (i.e., time 2). The longer shortlist hypothesis predicts that more women would be listed at 

time 2 versus time 1. We tested our hypothesis using Poisson regression with participant 

specified as a panel variable to account for the repeated-measures design. We regressed the 

number of female candidates listed on time period (1 vs. 2). Across studies 1a-1c, the number of 

female candidates tended to be higher at time 2 compared to time 1 (see Table 2). This increase 

was significant in Study 1a, non-significantly in the predicted direction in Study 1b, and 
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significant in Study 1c.  

Studies 2a-2b. Study 2 tested our hypothesis in an organizational hiring context. 

Participants were working adults with experience in the technology industry: 71 adults recruited 

from Prolific Academic (Study 2a) and 194 adults recruited from AMT (Study 2b). Participants 

were told about a technology startup in California that was looking for a new CEO and were 

asked to create an informal shortlist of three people that should be interviewed for the role. Then 

they expanded the list with three additional names. Using the same analytical approach as in the 

previous study, in Study 2a, Poisson regression found significantly more female candidates listed 

at time 2 compared to time 1 (see Table 2). In Study 2b this effect was in the predicted direct but 

non-significant (we note that this effect was significant in the supplemental t-test analysis, see 

Appendix B). An alternative explanation for our effect is that the increase in female candidates at 

time 2 reflects greater willingness to list less experienced women at time 2. Participants 

indicated, after completing the task, whether each candidate they listed had executive-level 

experience (0 = no, 1 = yes). We coded responses for gender and executive experience and found 

that experience did not differ by gender. The number of candidates with executive-level 

experience tended to decline as the shortlist got longer for both men (OR = .88, 95% CI [.80, 

.98], Z = -2.38, p = .018) and women (OR = .85, 95% CI [.71, 1.03], Z = -1.68, p = .093). The 

overlapping odds ratio confidence intervals indicate that the decline did not differ in magnitude 

across gender.   

Study 3. The goal of Study 3 was to investigate a mechanism underlying the longer 

shortlist effect. We theorized that making the shortlist longer increases female candidates in 

male-dominant domains because continued response generation leads responses to diverge from 

the gender prototype. An alternative explanation is that making the shortlist longer simply 
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increases the tendency to list female candidates. We tested these competing mechanisms in a 

domain with same-sex gender prototypes: role models for children (where boys’ role models are 

typically male, and girls’ role models are typically female). We asked parents to list role models 

for their male or female child. A simple “longer-list-yields-female-candidates” mechanism 

predicts that all parents will list more female role models at time 2 versus time 1. However, the 

prototype divergence mechanism predicts that responses will deviate from the gender prototype: 

parents of boys will list more female role models at time 2 versus time 1 (deviation from the 

male prototype) and parents of girls will list fewer female role models at time 2 versus time 1 

(deviation from the female prototype). 

Parents with a child five years of age or younger were recruited from AMT: 187 parents 

in Study 3a, 485 parents in Study 3b. We asked parents to make a list of three role models for 

their child (time 1), and then expand this list with three additional role models (time 2). 

Consistent with the longer shortlist hypothesis, for parents of boys, the number of female role 

models was higher at time 2 compared to time 1 (Table 2). This increase was significant in both 

studies 3a and 3b. In contrast, for parents of girls, the number of female role models was lower at 

time 2 compared to time 1. This decrease was non-significant in both Studies 3a and 3b (we note 

that Study 3b’s effect was significant in the supplemental t-test analysis, see Appendix B). A 

comparison of regression coefficient confidence intervals confirmed that, in both studies, the 

longer shortlist effect was significantly attenuated for parents of girls relative to parents of boys, 

as indicated by the non-overlapping confidence intervals (see Table 2). Study 3 found further 

evidence of the longer shortlist effect in a different role domain and found evidence consistent 

with the prototype divergence mechanism.  

Study 4. Another alternative explanation for the longer shortlist effect is that it results 
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from generating two different lists (i.e., at time 1 and time 2). Participants may perceive this as a 

form of task switching, which can promote divergent thinking31. Study 4 tests this alternative. 

Participants were 702 adults recruited from AMT with work experience in the technology 

industry. We randomly assigned participants to either generate a shortlist of technology CEOs by 

first listing three names and then expanding this list with three additional names (baseline 

condition), or to generate a single shortlist of six names (the six-name-list condition). Results 

appear in Table 2. We first looked at the baseline condition. Replicating our prior studies, 

Poisson regression revealed that participants listed significantly more female candidates at time 2 

compared to time 1. Next, we looked at the six-name-list condition. To facilitate analysis 

comparison across study conditions, we treated the first three names in the six-name-list as “time 

1” and the latter three names as “time 2”. Contrary to the task switching explanation, participants 

listed significantly more female candidates in the second half of the list (“time 2”) compared to 

the first half of the list (“time 1”). Consistent with a prototype divergence mechanism, the longer 

shortlist effect persisted whether the shortlist was generated in one or multiple time periods.   

Studies 5a-5b. Studies 5a-b had two goals. First, they tested an implication of the longer 

shortlist hypothesis. If lengthening a shortlist increases the likelihood of listing female 

candidates (i.e., the longer shortlist effect), then longer shortlists should consist of more female 

candidates than shorter shortlists. To test this, we randomly assigned participants to generate a 

three-person shortlist (shorter shortlist condition) or a six-person shortlist (longer shortlist 

condition). We expected the longer (versus shorter) shortlist to contain more female candidates 

(both in quantity and proportion). The second goal was to test the effect of shortlist length on 

subsequent candidate selection. After participants generated their shortlist, we asked them to 

rank the candidates with the candidate they most prefer to select as number one. We predicted 
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that the higher number of female candidates in the longer shortlist condition would positively 

influence the selection of female candidates. 

Study 5a participants were 240 university students and Study 5b participants were 2,166 

adults with technology industry experience recruited across multiple platforms (see description 

in Methods). Participants were randomly assigned to generate a three-person shortlist (list-three 

condition) or a six-person shortlist (list-six condition). Study 5a used the Hollywood action hero 

domain and Study 5b used the technology industry executive domain. We first tested the 

influence of a longer versus shorter shortlist on the number of female candidates listed. Results 

appear in Table 3. In Studies 5a and 5b, Poisson regression revealed significantly more female 

candidates in the list-six condition compared to the list-three condition. Given that the list-six 

(versus list-three) condition may have more women simply because it has more slots available, 

we also compared the proportion of female candidates across conditions and found a similar 

pattern. In both studies, a Mann-Whitney U test revealed a significantly higher proportion of 

female candidates in the list-six condition compared to the list-three condition (we note that 

Study 5a’s effect was non-significant in the supplemental t-test analysis, see Appendix B). Next 

we tested the influence of the number of female shortlist candidates on candidate selection. First, 

we conducted a simple mediation model that included condition as the IV, number of female 

candidates as the mediator, and female candidate selection as the DV (1 = selected, 0 = not 

selected). We ran the model with STATA’s SEM function using bias-corrected bootstrapped 

CI’s with 10,000 samples. In Study 5a, the model revealed a significant indirect effect of 

condition on female candidate selection via the number of female candidates listed (b = .05, SE = 

.01, Z = 5.03, p < .001, 95% CI [.03, .07]). That is, the longer shortlist condition led to more 

female candidates listed, and this was positively associated with female candidate selection. In 
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Study 5b, the model revealed a similar significant indirect effect (b = .04, SE = .003, Z = 13.07, p 

< .001, 95% CI [.04, .05]). Finally, we looked at the total effect of shortlist condition on female 

candidate selection. In Study 5a, logistic regression revealed a significant total effect, Z = 2.05, p 

= .040, odds ratio = 1.28, 95% CI [1.01, 1.62], such that female candidates were significantly 

more likely to be selected in the list-six condition (M = 22%, 95% CI [.14, .29]) compared to the 

list-three condition (M = 12%, 95% CI [.06, .17]). In Study 5b, the effect was in the predicted 

direction but non-significant, Z = 1.19, p = .235, odds ratio = 1.05, 95% CI [.97, 1.13] (Mlist-six = 

17%, Mlist-three = 15%). 

 Study 5 supported the longer shortlist hypothesis in a between-participants experiment 

comparing longer versus shorter shortlists. It also demonstrated a positive downstream 

consequence of shortlist length on female candidate selection: both studies found that shortlist 

length positively predicted the number of female candidates listed, which positively predicted the 

number of female candidates selected. The main effect of shortlist length on selection was less 

consistent. Exploratory analyses of Study 5b suggest two competing factors that, together, 

contributed to that study’s non-significant selection effect. First, a longer (versus shorter) 

shortlist significantly increased the number of female candidates listed, which positively 

influenced female candidate selection (the indirect effect mentioned above). For example, the 

number of shortlists that excluded female candidates decreased from 62% in the list-three 

condition to 42% in the list-six condition, (Z = 9.63, p < .001, 95% CI [.17, .25]), thus, raising 

the odds of selecting a female candidate from zero to non-zero in 20% of the lists. However, at 

the same time, because women were underrepresented, increasing the list length, in some cases, 

added more men than women. This reduces the statistical odds of selecting a woman (e.g., a 

given female candidate has a 33% chance of selection on a three-person list but only a 17% 
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chance of selection on a six-person list). Overall, a longer (versus shorter) shortlist increased the 

total number of women considered (which positively influenced the odds of female candidate 

selection) but also, in some cases, added more men than women to the list (which negatively 

influenced the odds of female candidate selection), producing an overall non-significant effect of 

list length on selection. These nuanced findings warrant future research and are consistent with 

research finding that different steps of the advancement process (e.g., being shortlisted versus 

selected) may have different antecedents32.  

Discussion 

Ten studies found evidence of a longer shortlist effect: For a role in a male-dominant 

domain, more female candidates were included on an informal shortlist in an extended shortlist 

(i.e., time 2/the latter half of the list) versus an initial shortlist (i.e., time 1/the first half of the 

list). We found this effect both when comparing an extended versus an initial shortlist (Studies 1-

4) and when comparing the second half versus the first half of a single shortlist (Studies 4-5). To 

obtain a more precise effect size estimate, we conducted a mini meta-analysis of this effect 

across our studies33 and found an effect size of r = .14, 95% CI [.10, .17] (for more details see 

Supplementary Information, Appendix C). We demonstrated our effects in laboratory (Studies 1 

& 5) and online (Studies 1–4) settings, in samples with industry-relevant knowledge (technology 

industry, Studies 2, 4, 5), and across diverse shortlist contexts. We proposed that making a longer 

shortlist increases the consideration of female candidates because continued response generation 

leads responses to diverge from the gender prototype. Study 3 supported this prototype 

divergence mechanism by demonstrating that generating more alternatives can increase or 

decrease the number of female role models on a shortlist, depending on whether the gender 

prototype is male (increased female role models) or female (decreased female role models) and 
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Study 4 ruled out task switching as an alternative mechanism. Finally, Study 5 directly tested the 

effects of shortlist length in a between-participants design and found that generating a longer 

(versus shorter) shortlist increased the number of female candidates listed and that this positively 

influenced female candidate selection.  

This research contributes to the gender diversity and hiring literatures by identifying 

informal shortlist construction as a source of unintentional, second-generation gender bias4. For 

professional roles with a male gender prototype—for example, the technology and engineering 

industries and many leadership positions—a male worker may be more likely to make the 

shortlist over an equally-qualified female colleague simply because he fits the gender prototype 

and is cognitively accessible to the shortlist generator. A second contribution is that we identify 

making the shortlist longer as a low-cost, theory-driven intervention to attenuate shortlist 

construction biases. From the creativity and brainstorming literatures, we import the insight that 

continued alternative generation promotes category divergence and we suggest that prompting 

gatekeepers to generate a longer informal shortlist can increase the consideration of female 

candidates. Across studies, making the shortlist longer (N = 3,308) increased the ratio of women-

to-men from 1-in-5.52 in the initial (or first half of the) list, to 1-in-3.92 in the extended (or latter 

half of the) list (or from 15% to 20% female candidates). Similarly, Study 5 (N = 2,406) found a 

higher proportion of women in the longer shortlists (20%) compared to the shorter shortlists 

(17%).  

We also contribute to the creativity literature by conceptualizing gender diversity as a 

“creative” outcome. Whereas most research on creativity and diversity investigates how diversity 

influences creativity34-36, we raise the question of how creativity–and its known antecedents–

influences diversity. We find that continued response generation, a demonstrated antecedent of 
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creativity29,30,37, promotes shortlist gender diversity. We contribute toward a call in the creativity 

literature for more research on the downstream consequences of creativity38. Future research 

could explore whether diversity is a consequence of other creativity antecedents such as creative 

leaders or norms for creativity.    

Practically, our research provides initial evidence for a simple intervention to help reduce 

gender bias in the informal shortlist construction process: making a longer shortlist. This 

intervention has the benefit of simplicity and requiring few organizational resources, particularly 

when candidates necessitate minimal vetting, as is often the case with informal opportunities 

such as skills training or mentorship. The intervention also has the flexibility to be implemented 

as an organizational policy or at the discretion of individual decision makers. Nonetheless, while 

our research provides evidence for the effectiveness of this theory-driven intervention in 

different contexts and with diverse samples, it has yet to be examined in field settings. The 

absence of field studies is a key limitation of the present research and should be addressed in 

future studies.  

Furthermore, while we found consistent evidence that a longer shortlist increases the 

inclusion of female candidates, many lists still contained a higher proportion of male candidates 

and the positive effect of list length on female candidate selection was not consistent in Studies 

5a-5b (although the positive indirect effect was consistent). This suggests that organizational 

leaders should think of the longer shortlist intervention as one of many possible interventions 

that could be implemented to promote equitable hiring practices. Such a multi-pronged approach 

is consistent with the systematic nature of inequity and the rarity of effective quick-fixes and 

silver bullets39,40.  

Future research could further test the scope of the longer shortlist effect. Although we 
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found consistent evidence for our hypothesis across various contexts and participant samples, we 

did observe a wide range of effect sizes (r = .10 to .34) suggesting the need for future research to 

test moderators and boundary conditions. For example, future research should examine the 

longer shortlist effect in organizations and the possible moderating role of organizational context 

factors such as job level (entry vs. senior position) or the opportunity type (e.g., new position, 

promotion, skills training). Another interesting question is whether the effect is moderated by 

gender-relevant beliefs or ideologies. For instance, exploratory analyses of Study 3’s data found 

that the effect is not moderated by participants’ attitudes toward sexism (see Supplementary 

Information, Appendix D), suggesting that the effect occurs, to some extent, outside of 

awareness.  

Future research can also investigate other forms of diversity, such as race/ethnicity, age, 

or expertise. For instance, we began this project also interested in racial/ethnic diversity (see the 

preregistrations for Studies 1–2). However, these initial investigations found mixed results, 

producing, across studies, a non-significant but positive effect of making the shortlist longer on 

the number of racial/ethnic minority candidates listed (r = .02, 95% CI [-.01, .05], p = .123; see 

Supplementary Information, Appendix E). Exploratory analyses suggest that the effect on 

racial/ethnic diversity was weaker because the initial shortlists of racially/ethnically diverse 

participants already exhibited high levels of racial/ethnic diversity, relative to population-level 

representation, leaving less room for the number of racial/ethnic minority candidates to increase. 

Future work could explore this and other forms of diversity. Finally, future work should explore 

factors that predict when making the shortlist leads to selection. For example, person factors such 

as the shortlist generator’s demographic diversity and diversity mindset, or process factors such 

as how the decision is framed41-43. 
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We identified informal shortlist generation as a source of gender bias and proposed 

lengthening the shortlist as one way to attenuate bias. We hope the longer shortlist intervention 

helps researchers and practitioners alike to think more creatively about diversity.   

Methods 

This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Cornell University and 

complies with all relevant ethical regulations. In all studies, participants approved a statement of 

informed consent prior to participation. All participants were compensated for their time with 

either course credit (student participants in studies 1a, 5a, and 5b) or a flat fee (all other study 

participants).   

Studies 1a-c. Studies 1a–c tested our hypothesis in the domain of Hollywood action 

heroes. Across studies, we excluded participants that did not complete the main task or provided 

nonsense responses (e.g., “good good”), and we excluded participants that failed an attention 

check that asked them to select a specified number from a list of numbers. These exclusion 

criteria were applied across all studies and were preregistered in Studies 1b-1c, 2b, 3b, 4, and 5b. 

Sample size in Study 1a was determined by course enrollment. Study 1a recruited 131 university 

students from an introductory Organizational Behavior class (Mage = 18.89, SDage = 2.16; 50% 

male, 50% female); two did not complete the task and zero failed the attention check, leaving 

129 participants for analysis. Studies 1b–c were conducted online via Amazon’s Mechanical 

Turk (AMT). In these studies, and all subsequent online studies, respondents were required to 

pass a captcha image-check to gain access to the study and the AMT platform restricted repeat 

participants. Sample size in Study 1b was determined by a heuristic of 100 participants for a 

within-participants test. Study 1b recruited 98 adults (Mage = 34.76, SDage = 10.27; 64% male, 

36% female); eleven did not complete the task and zero failed the attention check, leaving 87 for 
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analysis. For Study 1c, we conducted an a priori power analysis with data from Study 1b (d = 

.13, two sided) and determined that 624 participants would yield 90% power to detect the effect. 

Across our preregistered studies, we aimed for at least 80% power to detect the target effect and 

increased this power level when our resources allowed. Study 1c recruited 701 adults (Mage = 

36.31, SDage = 11.57; 54% male, 46% female); 47 did not complete the task and 12 failed the 

attention check, leaving 642 for analysis. Preregistrations for Studies 1b (registered November 

27, 2018) and 1c (registered November 29, 2018) are here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30..            

Participants completed an informal recruitment task in which they imagined being a 

filmmaker and needed to generate a shortlist of actors to star in their upcoming film. They were 

told it would be an action-thriller film that is “packed with action, car chases, and shoot-outs” 

and they have to cast one lead actor. Participants first generated a shortlist of three names. After 

completing the shortlist, participants were instructed to expand the shortlist by generating three 

additional names. We tested our hypothesis by comparing the number of female candidates 

generated in time 1 versus time 2. To minimize concerns that participants would strategically list 

actors based on their box office appeal, we told participants that they are talented filmmakers and 

influential in the field and that their film is likely to be a success no matter who they cast. Female 

actors were coded as “1” and male actors as “0”. All coding was done by two independent coders 

blind to the shortlist time period. Initial reliability was high (a = .99) and any discrepancies were 

resolved through discussion. We note here that this study also included another task in which 

participants listed pairs of actors to play the lead couple in a romantic comedy film and tested the 

hypothesis that relationship diversity (i.e., same-sex versus mixed-sex couples) would be higher 

at time 2 versus time 1. This hypothesis saw inconsistent support, see Supplementary 
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Information, Appendix A.       

 Study 2. We recruited participants with work experience in the technology industry. The 

sample size for Study 2a was determined heuristically. Study 2a recruited 166 adults through 

Prolific Academic (Mage = 35.81, SDage = 10.85; 63% male, 37% female); 95 were excluded for 

providing incomplete or unverifiable responses (i.e., responses did not appear to be real names 

and could not be verified through an internet search) and zero failed the attention check, leaving 

71 for analysis. Participants with technology industry work experience were targeted through a 

pre-existing screener question implemented by Prolific Academic and we asked participants to 

report years of technology industry work experience (Myears = 6.98, SDyears = 6.77). The sample 

size for Study 2b was based on an a priori power calculation using data from Study 2a (over 90% 

power to detect half the effect size found in Study 2a (d = .25; two-tailed), which we thought 

seemed high). Study 2b recruited 234 adults through AMT (Mage = 32.53, SDage = 7.99; 63% 

male, 37% female); 37 were excluded for providing incomplete or unverifiable responses and 

three failed the attention check, leaving 194 for analysis. We advertised the study for technology 

industry workers and asked participants to report technology industry work experience (Myears = 

6.43, SDyears = 6.59).  The preregistration for Study 2b (registered December, 17, 2018) is here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30. 

Participants were told to take the role of a corporate strategist who is consulting with a 

new technology startup in California. They were told that the “company has outgrown its 

founder and needs an experienced executive to take on the role of CEO.” Participants were asked 

to generate a shortlist of three people the company should consider interviewing. After 

completing the shortlist, participants were instructed to expand the shortlist by generating three 

additional names. After the task was complete, we asked participants to indicate each candidate’s 
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gender (coded as: 0 = male, 1 = female, 1 = other) and whether that person has prior executive-

level experience (0 = no, 1 = yes). Here and across studies, we collapsed the gender categories 

“female” and “other” because there were not enough non-binary responses to meaningfully 

analyze (e.g., two candidates in Study 2).   

 Study 3. We used AMT to recruit parents with a child five years of age or younger. For 

Study 3a, we did not screen by child gender, and if parents had more than one child, they were 

instructed to choose one of them to focus on in the study. We set our recruitment goal 

heuristically at 200 responses and received 193 complete surveys (Mage = 34.28, SDage = 8.44; 

58% male, 42% female); Two did not complete the task and four failed the attention check, 

leaving 187 for analysis: 118 parents of boys and 69 parents of girls. For Study 3b, we screened 

by child gender to account for the oversampling of boys in Study 3a. We determined our 

recruitment goal with an a priori power analysis using data from Study 3a (200 parents of boys 

would provide over 90% power to replicate Study 3a’s effect on parents of boys (d = .33; two-

tailed); although we note that a survey programming error led us to oversample parents of boys 

relative to parents of girls). We received 513 complete surveys (Mage = 32.90, SDage = 7.46; 52% 

male, 48% female); 21 participants did not complete the task and seven failed the attention 

check, leaving 485 participants: 297 parents of boys and 188 parents of girls. The preregistration 

for Study 3b (registered February 14, 2019) is here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30. 

 Parents were asked to provide their child’s age, gender, and first name, the latter of which 

was piped throughout the survey to personalize the study experience. Parents were told that role 

models are people that “provide guidance and inspiration as a child develops into an adult” and 

that a role model can be a famous or public figure or someone they know personally. Then we 
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asked parents to list three role models for their child, aside from themselves. Parents listed the 

role model’s name as well as a website for public figures (e.g., Oprah Winfrey) or a description 

of the person for non-public figures (e.g., the child’s grandmother). Next, parents were instructed 

to expand the list with three additional role models. After both lists were created, we showed 

parents their lists and asked them to indicate each role model’s gender. In Study 3a there were 

two gender response options: male and female (coded: 0 = male, 1 = female). In Study 3b there 

were three gender response options: male, female, and other (coded: 0 = male, 1 = female, 1 = 

other).    

Study 4. Our recruitment goal was 806 participants (403 per condition), providing 80% 

power to replicate the longer shortlist effect found in pilot data (d = .14; two-tailed). We 

recruited 839 adults from AMT (Mage = 33.09, SDage = 9.12; 65% male, 35% female). 

Participants were screened for work experience in the technology industry using the same 

procedure as in Study 2 (Myears = 6.94, SDyears = 6.47). We excluded 133 participants that did not 

complete the task or provided unverifiable responses and four who failed the attention check, 

leaving 702 for analysis. The preregistration for Study 4 (registered June 4, 2019) is here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30. 

In Study 4 we used the technology CEO domain from Study 2 and randomly assigned 

participants across two conditions. The baseline condition replicated the procedures of Study 2b. 

Participants generated names for a shortlist of technology CEOs by providing three names at 

time 1 and three additional names at time 2. To increase the likelihood of obtaining valid 

responses, we also asked participants to provide a website link at which we could verify the 

identity of each candidate they listed. As in previous studies, we predicted more female 

candidates in the extended (versus initial) list. In the six-name-list condition, participants were 
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asked to generate a single shortlist of six names. Thus, in both conditions, participants generated 

a shortlist of six names. The prototype divergence explanation predicts an increase in female 

candidates as the shortlist gets longer. To mimic the analyses of the baseline condition, we tested 

the number of female candidates in the second half of the list compared to the first half of the 

list. If the effect is driven by perceived task switching, then the number of female candidates 

should not differ from the first to the second half to the list. Alternatively, the prototype 

divergence mechanism would predict an increase from the first half to the second half of the list. 

After generating their shortlists, participants indicated the gender of each candidate (coded as: 

male = 0, female = 1, other = 1).  

 Study 5. For Study 5a, we recruited 249 students from an introductory Organizational 

Behavior class (Mage = 19.05, SDage = 1.61; 42% male, 58% female). The sample size was 

determined by class enrollment. Seven participants did not complete the task and two failed the 

attention check, leaving 240 for analysis. For Study 5b, our recruitment goal was 2,300 

participants, providing 95% power to detect Study 5a’s effect of list length on both female 

candidates listed (d = .19) and on female candidate selection (OR = 1.28; two-tailed). We 

recruited participants with experience in the technology industry by sampling from three 

platforms: Prolific Academic, AMT, and a university managed participant pool. Similar to 

previous studies, we expected exclusions and we collected 3,426 total responses. We excluded 

1,221 for not completing the task or providing unverifiable responses and 39 for failing the 

attention check, leaving 2,166 for analysis (Mage = 33.16, SDage = 9.98; 64% male, 36% female; 

198 from Prolific Academic, 1,765 from AMT, and 203 from the university-managed participant 

pool). We screened for work experience on Prolific Academic using the pre-existing screener 

question (same as in Study 2a; Myears = 10.20, SDyears = 8.86) and on AMT (Myears = 7.02, SDyears 
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= 6.80) and the university-managed participant pool (Myears = 2.73, SDyears = 4.74) using the same 

protocol as in Study 2b. The preregistration for Study 5b (registered April 21, 2020) is here: 

https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30. 

In Study 5a, participants completed the action thriller shortlist generation task used in 

Study 1. In Study 5b, participants completed the technology executive shortlist generation task 

used in Studies 2 and 4. Participants were randomly assigned to generate a three-person shortlist 

(list-three condition) or a six-person shortlist (list-six condition). Then participants ranked the 

candidates, with the person they would most prefer to select ranked as number one. Participants 

indicated the gender of each candidate (coded as: male = 0, female = 1, other = 1).  

 

Data Availability Statement 

All datasets necessary to interpret, replicate and build upon the findings reported in this article 

can be found here: https://osf.io/jb2mq/?view_only=16ff222fd1a94e68b53c1ddbf09bec30 
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Table 1. Overview of studies. 
Study N Preregistered Role Domain Protocol Main Finding 

 
1a 

 
129 

 
- 

 
Hollywood 
action hero 

Generate 
initial list of 
three, then 
extend the 

list by three 
(within-P’s 

design) 

More female 
candidates 
listed in the 
extended vs. 
the initial list 

1b 87 Yes 
1c 642 Yes 
    
 

2a 
 

71 
 
- 

 
Tech industry 

executive 2b 
 

194 Yes 

 
3a 

  
187 

 
- 

 
Role model 
for a child 3b 

 
485 Yes 

 
4 
 

 
702 

 
Yes 

 
Tech industry 

executive 
 

 
5a 
 

 
240 

 
- 

 
Hollywood 
action hero 

 

Generate list 
of three vs. 
list of six 
(between-
P’s design) 

More female 
candidates 
listed in the 

longer vs. the 
shorter list 

 
5b 

 
 

 
2,166 

 
Yes 

 
Tech industry 

executive 
 

Note: N indicates the number of participants in each study’s main analysis. 
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Table 2. Number of female candidates listed at time 1 versus time 2, Studies 1–4. 

Note: Parentheses contain women-to-men ratios; in Study 3, parents of girls’ responses were 

more evenly distributed and did not follow Poisson distributions so we analyzed them with 

multilevel linear regression (test statistic = t); in Study 4’s Six-Name-List condition, “time1” 

represents the first half of the list and “time 2” represents the latter half of the list.  

 

  

  Number of Female Candidates Listed      
Study n Time 1 95% CI Time 2 95% CI b 95% CI Z p r 

 
1a 
 

 
129 

 
.57 

 (1:4) 
 

 
[.43, .72] 

 

 
.83 

 (1:3) 

 
[.67, .99] 

 

 
.37 

 

 
[.07, .67] 

 
2.44 

 
.015 

 
.21 

1b 
 

87 .18 
(1:16) 

 

[.06, .31] 
 

.29 
(1:9) 

[.13, .44] 
 

.45 
 

[-.18, 1.07] 1.39 .163 .15 

1c 
 

642 .28 
(1:10) 

 

[.23, .33] 
 

.36 
 (1:7) 

[.30, .42] 
 

.24 
 

[.04, .43] 2.41 .016 .10 

2a 71 .28 
 (1:10) 

 

[.15, .42] 
 

.61 
 (1:4) 

[.42, .79] 
 

.77 
 

[.23, 1.30] 2.83 .005 .34 

2b 194 .45 
(1:6) 

 

[.34, .56] 
 

.58 
(1:4) 

[.46, .70] 
 

.25 
 

[-.03, .53] 1.76 .079 .13 

3a Parents 
of Boys 

118 .52 
 (1:5) 

 

[.38, .65] 
 

.80 
 (1:3) 

[.63, .97] 
 

.43 
 

[.11, .75] 2.63 .009 .24 

3a Parents 
of Girls 

69 1.96 
(2:1) 

 

[1.72, 2.19] 
 

1.84 
(2:1) 

[1.58, 2.10] 
 

-.12 
 

[-.46, .23] -.67 .505 -.08 

3b Parents 
of Boys 

297  
.55 

 (1:4) 
 

 
[.46, .64] 

 

 
.78 

 (1:3) 

 
[.68, .89] 

 

 
.36 

 

 
[.16, .56] 

 
3.50 

 
<.001 

 
.20 

3b Parents 
of Girls 

188 2.15 
(3:1) 

 

[2.02, 2.28] 
 

1.98 
(2:1) 

[1.84, 2.13] 
 

-.16 [-.36, .03] -1.68 .093 -.12 

4 Baseline 375 .47 
 (1:5) 

 

[.40, .55] 
 

.61 
 (1:4) 

[.52, .69] 
 

.24 
 

[.05, .44] 2.43 .015 .13 

4 Six-Name 327 .49 
(1:5) 

 

[.40, .57] 
 

.66 
(1:4) 

[.57, .75] 
 

.30 
 

[.10, .51] 2.88 .004 .16 
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Table 3. Female candidates listed by condition, Studies 5a-5b. 

 List-3 Condition List-6 Condition      
 Mean 95% CI Mean 95% CI b 95% CI Z p r 

 
Study 5a 

         

 
# Female Candidates 

 
 

 
.56 

(1:4) 

 
[.42, .70] 

 
1.43 
(1:3) 

 
[1.14, 1.71] 

 
.31 

 

 
[.22, .41] 

 
6.50 

 
< .001 

 
.42 

% Female Candidates 19% [.14, .23] 24% [.19, .29]   -2.18 .030 .14 
 

Study 5b 
         

 
# Female Candidates 

 
 

 
.51 

(1:5) 

 
[.46, .55] 

 
1.18 
(1:4) 

 
[1.09, 1.26] 

 
.28 

 

 
[.25, .31] 

 
16.79 

 
< .001 

 
.36 

% Female Candidates 
 

17% [.16, .18] 20% [.18, .21]   -5.50 < .001 .12 

Note: Parentheses contain women-to-men ratios; count analyses were conducted with Poisson 

regressions and proportion analyses were conducted with Mann-Whitney U tests.  

 

 

 


